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Add-On Scenery of RPG Maps - Wilderness is a pack of 90+ static clings of Wild features. 
Trees, rivers, rock and much, much more! These reusable stickers work with ANY laminat-
ed map and allow you to create forests, water courses, lakes, overgrown ruins and camp 
sites at a moments notice.
These handy sheets of stickers increase the immersion of your game and make creating 
bespoke encounter areas quick and easy. No need to draw pre or mid game, you can add 
features to your maps ahead of time or on the spot as you create amazing encounters.
5E compatible - these tokens are designed to a 1 inch = 5 foot scale.

WHAT IS IT?WHAT IS IT? WHO IS IT FOR?WHO IS IT FOR?

WHY BUY?WHY BUY?

 ► Pack of 5 sheets of 100+ reusable static 
clings

 ► Use to adapt & personalise RPG maps
 ► WildernessThemed
 ► Ideal for fantasy battle encounters 
 ► Reduces game preparation time
 ► No need to draw on maps in game
 ► Instantly expand your encounter options
 ► Reusable and durable
 ► Endless options

 ► Fantasy Roleplay Gamers including Dun-
geons & Dragons and Pathfinder fans

 ► GM/DM’s who want to add adventure to their 
maps

 ► Anyone who uses laminated battle maps

 ► Saves time preparing for games - just add 
interest!

 ► Looks amazing - better than markers
 ► Can be instantly added mid encounter
 ► Can be used with any fantasy RPG!
 ► Ideal for using with the Wilderness Books 

of Battle Mats


